Agenda

Toilet monitors - if the toilet monitor picks you to sit
next to them does that person have to sit next to
them.

Table monitors - Can table monitors pick a friend to
sit next to them because sometimes it is all girls on a
monitors table and sometimes brothers and sisters
would like to not sit next to each other.

Mess - there is too much mess on tables and too
many people wandering around. Maybe only class 2
monitors? Might some class 2 children have to be
monitors more than once.

Too much veg being wasted

Pack lunches - do packed lunchers not like hot
school meals, would they like Dawn to serve a
packed lunch style meal instead then everyone
would be on lunches.

What about portion size? Explain

Everybody has agreed that if you don’t want to sit
next to a toilet monitor you don’t have to.

It has been agreed that we will trial having a friend
sit next to a monitor. When Carol does the numbers
she will find out who is monitor for the day and the
monitor can decide at break time who they would
like to sit next to. Carol will then pass the information on to Dawn

Children were reminded that no one can get off their
seat unless they are table monitors. If you have a
problem tell your monitor and they will get an adult.

We had a vote and it was decided everyone will be
monitors but younger ones will have help from the
older children.

We talked about how good vegetables are for us and
we have all said we are going to try to eat more.

The people on packed lunches don’t want to have a
school packed lunch, they want to bring their own in
they did not know why.

